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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to evaluate a machine-learning method in which symbolic representations of folk songs are segmented and classified into tune families with Haar-wavelet filtering. The method is compared with previously proposed Gestalt-based method. Melodies are represented as discrete symbolic pitch-time signals. We apply the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) with the Haar wavelet at specific scales, obtaining filtered versions of melodies emphasizing their information at particular time-scales. We use the filtered signal for representation and segmentation, using the wavelet coefficients’ local maxima to indicate local boundaries and classify segments by means of k-nearest neighbours based on standard vector-metrics (Euclidean, cityblock), and compare the results to a Gestalt-based segmentation method and metrics applied directly to the pitch signal. We found that the wavelet based segmentation and wavelet-filtering of the pitch signal lead to better classification accuracy in cross-validated evaluation when the time-scale and other parameters are optimized.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the aims of folk song research is the study of melodic variations caused by the process of oral transmission between generations (van Krakernburg et al., 2009). Wiering et al. (2009) propose an interdisciplinary and ongoing process between human expertise, methods and models to understand melodic variation and its mechanisms. Classification models and methods dealing with such challenges define their representation and processing to be evaluated based on some ground truth. In this paper, we present our method based on wavelet-filtering and evaluate it on a collection of Dutch folk songs (“Onder de groene linde”, Grijp, 2008), in which songs were classified into tune families according to expert similarity assessments, mainly based on rhythm, contour and motifs (Wiering et al., 2009; Volk & van Krakernburg, 2012).

The collection of folks songs that we study in this paper, is a monophonic collection of Dutch folk melodies encoded in MIDI files, so that we have pitches encoded as integer numbers, ranging from 0 to 127, and onsets and durations in quarter notes and subdivisions. In order to analyse these files via wavelets, we sample each melody as a one dimensional (1D) signal. Graphically, the melodic contour of 1D pitch signal can be drawn in a pitch over time plot, with the horizontal axis representing time in quarter notes, and the vertical axis representing pitch numbers. This contour representation of melodies has been linked to human melodic processing, using contour classes (Huron, 1996), interpolation lines (Steinbeck, 1982) and polynomial functions (Müllensiefen & Wiggins, 2011; Müllensiefen, Bonometti, Stewart & Wiggins, 2009). However, the contour representation does not give direct access to some aspects that are important for music similarity. Large-scale changes, like transposition of a melody lead to a completely different set of values although the melody is not substantially different. Similarly, small-scale changes like ornaments can lead to different pitch values even if the main essential shape of the melody is preserved.

Wavelet coefficients are obtained as the inner product of a 1D signal and a wavelet (i.e., a short signal with zero average and defined energy). The wavelet is shifted along the time axis and for each time position a coefficient is calculated. This is equivalent to a convolution with the wavelet flipped along the time axis, and thus to a finite impulse response filtering of the signal. The wavelet can be stretched on the time axis, leading to coefficients at different time-scales, corresponding to different filters. This process can also be understood as comparing the melodic shape with the wavelet shape, so that the coefficients represent similarity values at different time-positions and time-scales. The process of producing a full set of wavelet coefficients for a signal is known as the wavelet transform (WT), of which there are different variants. The transformed signal is represented as a set of coefficients at different scales. We use the Haar wavelet, which is a function of time t that takes values of 1 if 0 ≤ t < 0.5, or 0.5 ≤ t < 1, and 0 otherwise.

We use the information of the wavelet coefficients to define and compare melodic segments. Local maxima of the wavelet coefficients occur when the inner product of the melody and the wavelet is maximal in that position. In the case of the Haar wavelet this occurs when there is a locally maximal change of pitch - averaged over half the length of the wavelet - in the melody. Therefore, we use the local maxima of wavelet coefficients to indicate segmentation points. If the found segments correlate with human structural perception and music theory, we assume that they can be used to classify melodies containing similar segments. A melodic fragment and its transposed version will be represented by the same wavelet coefficients (except for very beginning of the melody).
Musical similarity in folk music is a hard problem to define (Wiering et al., 2009). We can understand it as a partial identity, where entities share some properties that can be measured (Cambouropoulos, 2009). With wavelet-filtering we apply a process that selectively focuses on a specific time-scale. It is a preprocessing step before determining segment similarities, which we calculate based on distance metrics. In the following section we will discuss some computational models and methods that have been used to model melodic similarity in symbolic music representation and have been applied to classify folk melodies.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Modelling melodic variations

Computational models applied to modelling melodic variations in symbolic music representations of folk songs include string matching methods and multidimensional feature vectors to represent global properties of melodies (Hillewaere, Manderick & Conklin, 2009; Hillewaere, Manderick & Conklin, 2012; van Kranenburg, 2010). In origin and genre classification, global representations perform only slightly worse than string-based methods (Hillewaere et al., 2009 and 2012). However, methods based on global representation depend heavily on the choice of features, which can lead to reduce generalizability.

Van Kranenburg, Volk & Wiering (2013) showed that sequence alignment algorithms using local features prove successful in classifying folk song melodies to tune families defined by experts. Sequence alignment algorithms are used to quantify similarity of sequences by computing the operations needed to transform one sequence into another, by means of substitutions, insertions and deletions (Manderick & Conklin, 2012; van Kranenburg, 2010). Although van Kranenburg’s (2010) method was very successful when used to classify melodies from the Dutch folk-song corpus into tune families, its representation requires 14 attributes for each note in a melodic sequence (see van Kranenburg, 2010, pp. 94-95), apart from the standard information that is encoded in MIDI format (pitch number, onset and duration), meaning that this approach might not be applicable for classification using MIDI files only. In the following section we present our method, which can be applied to any data set encoded in MIDI format, or any other format containing pitch, onset and duration information for each note in a melody.

2.2 Gestalt-based segmentation

Segmentation is a core activity for musical processing and cognition (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). In order to study this mechanism, some authors adapt concepts of visual processing to study musical processing. Cambouropoulos (1997, 2001) presents a segmentation model based on Gestalt principles of similarity and proximity, known as the local boundary detection model (LBDM). The LBDM computes a profile of segmentation strength in the range [0, 1], based pitch intervals, inter-onset-intervals and rests. When the strength exceeds a threshold, a segmentation point is introduced. (Cambouropoulos, 2001). We use the LBDM here as a baseline for our model.

2.3 The use of wavelets in the symbolic domain

Wavelet analysis has been applied to diverse time series datasets. A time series is a set of observations recorded at a specified time (Brockwell & Davis, 2009). The use of wavelets for time series processing and analysis can be found in different areas, i.e. meteorological (Torrence & Compo, 1998), political (Aguiar-Conraria, Magalhaes, Soares, 2012), medical (Hsu, 2010), financial (Hsieh, Hsiao, & Yeh, 2011). Wavelets are also well known in audio music information retrieval (Andén & Mallat, 2011; Jeon & Ma, 2011; Smith & Honing, 2008; Tzane-takis, Essl, & Cook, 2001), but they have been scarcely applied on symbolic music representations. The only example of wavelets applied to symbolic music representation, apart from our previous study (Velarde & Weyde, 2012), is presented by Pinto (2009), demonstrating that it is possible to index melodic sequences with few wavelet coefficients, obtaining improved retrieval results compared to the direct use of melodic sequences. The method used by Pinto can be exploited for compression purposes, whereas our method is used for structural analysis and classification.

3. THE METHOD

We extend the method introduced in Velarde and Weyde (2012) by exploring segmentation based on the information of the wavelet coefficients’ local maxima, and evaluate it on the classification of folk tunes into tune families. Our previous study (Velarde & Weyde, 2012) showed good results in a different classification task using the 15 Two-Part Inventions by J. S. Bach.

3.1 Representation

We represent melodies as normalized pitch signals or by the wavelet coefficients of the pitch signals. Discrete pitch signals $v[f]$ with length $L$ are sampled from MIDI files at a rate $r$ (given in number of samples per quarter note), so that we have a pitch value for every time point, expressed as $v[f]$. Rests are replaced by the following procedure: if a rest occurs at the beginning of a sequence, it is replaced by the first pitch number that appears in the sequence, otherwise it is replaced by the pitch number of the last note that precedes it.

Normalized pitch signal representation ($vr$). We normalize pitch signals segments, by subtracting the average pitch in order to make the representation transposition-invariant. The normalization is applied after the segmentation.
Wavelet representation (wr). We apply the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) (Mallat, 2009), expressed in a discretized version as the inner product of the pitch signal $v[l]$ and the Haar wavelet $\psi_{s,u}[l]$, at position $u$ and scale $s$:

$$w_s[u] = \sum_{l \in S} \psi_{s,u}[l] v[l]$$ (1)

To avoid edge effects due to finite-length sequences (Torrence & Compo, 1998), we pad on both ends with a mirror image of the pitch signal (Woody & Brown, 2007). Once the coefficients are obtained, the segment that corresponds to the padding is removed, so that the signal maintains its original length.

3.2 Segmentation

Wavelet segmentation (ws). Local maxima of the wavelet coefficients occur when the inner product of the melody and the wavelet is maximal. This occurs with the Haar wavelet, when there is a locally maximal change of pitch (averaged over half the length of the wavelet) in the melody. We use local maxima of wavelet coefficients to determine local boundaries.

3.3 Classification

The melodic segments are used as the data points for classification. A melody is represented as a set of segments, and we use the k-Nearest-Neighbour (kNN) method for classification (Mitchell, 1997). We use two different distance measures: cityblock distance and Euclidean distance. We define the maximal length $n$ of all segments to be compared and pad shorter segments as necessary with zeros at the end.

4. EXPERIMENT

In our experiment we address the question of how filtering the representation of melodic segments affects the folk tune family classification. We assumed that if segments represent meaningful melodic structures, they can be used to identify tunes belonging to a tune family and that some time-scales of the melodic contour might be more discriminative than others.

We ran the experiment1 using the collection "Onder de groene linde" (Grijp, 2008). This collection is a high quality data set of 360 monophonic songs classified into 26 families according to field-experts’ similarity assessments in terms of melodic, rhythmic and motivic content (Volk & van Kranenburg, 2012). The MIDI files of this collection are sampled into pitch signals with a sampling rate of 8 samples per quarter note (qn). We apply the CWT with the Haar wavelet using a dyadic set of 8 scales. Melodies are represented as normalized pitch signals (vr) or as the resulting wavelet coefficients (wr). Signals are segmented by the wavelet coefficients’ local maxima (ws), or by the local boundary detection model (LBDM; Cambouropoulos, 1997, 2001) using thresholds from 0.1 to 0.8 in steps of 0.1. We explored the parameter space with a grid search testing all combinations of representations and segmentations: wavelet representation (wr), normalized pitch signal representation (vr), wavelet segmentation (ws), LBDM (LBDM) segmentation and 1 to 5 scales of the segmentation method, wavelet representation (wr).

RESULTS

The results of the experiment can be seen in Figures 1 to 4. Alternatively, Tables 1 and 2 shows the best and worst classification values over all parameters for each combination of representation-segmentation, for each value of $k$ in the kNN method, and for Euclidean and cityblock distance metrics. The results show that wavelet filtering of the melodies can improve classification performance compared to using the pitch signal directly. Independent-ly of the segmentation method, wavelet representation proves to be more discriminative than pitch signals. For this corpus and experimental setup, we have used single time-scales and evaluated this melodic discrimination performance. The classification performance varies, obtaining best results at small scales and poor results at large scales, with exception of the largest scale which recovers its performance to some extent.

In terms of segmentation, it is possible to observe that shorter segments produce better results when used with wavelet representation. This is contrary to the results of the LBDM applied to pitch signals, where shorter segments produce worse results than larger ones. We observe an improvement towards threshold 0.4 and a gradual improvement towards the threshold of 0.8, which corresponds to larger segments, meaning that using the complete melodic sequences or a combination of complete melodies and melodic segments, can lead to better classification results when using pitch signals.

---

1 The algorithms are implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc) using the Wavelet Toolbox and the MIDI Toolbox for the implementation of the LBDM (Eerola & Toivainen, 2004), and we use an update of Christine Smit’s read_midi function (http://www.ee.columbia.edu/~csmit/matlab_midi.html, accessed 4 October 2012).
Figure 1. Accuracies for the combination of wavelet representation (wr) and wavelet segmentation (ws).

Figure 2. Accuracies for the combination of wavelet representation (wr) and local boundary detection model (LBDM).

Figure 3. Accuracies for the combination of pitch signal representation (vr) and wavelet segmentation (ws).

Figure 4. Accuracies for the combination of pitch signal representation (vr) and local boundary detection model (LBDM).
In general, similarity measured by cityblock distance proves more accurate than by Euclidean distance in pitch signals over time or wavelet representations, and the effect of using cityblock distance makes the difference between segmentation methods less important. The number of k-nearest neighbours shows that one or two neighbours produce the best results and when k increases further the accuracy decreases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Nearest Neighbours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-WS</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.8417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.4667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-LBDM</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.8111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.4472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vr-WS</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.8083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.5194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vr-LBDM</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.7778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.4111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification accuracies best and worst values for each combinations using Euclidean distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Nearest Neighbours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-WS</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.8556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.4833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr-LBDM</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.8417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.4417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vr-WS</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.8139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.5194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vr-LBDM</td>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.7889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst</td>
<td>0.4139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Classification accuracies best and worst values for each combinations using cityblock distance.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The best classification accuracies based on wavelet segmentation are only slightly better than the best accuracies obtained by the LBDM. The parameter exploration shows however, that wavelet segmentation performs better across different scales than the LBDM across different thresholds. Interestingly, these comparable methods meet the criteria of measuring local changes in melodic contour. While the LBDM measures the degree of change between successive values, the wavelet segmentation finds locally maximal falls of average pitch in melodies using different scales. The fact that small scales perform better than larger scales corroborates the findings of van Kranenburg et al. (2013) that local processing is most important in melodic similarity.

In terms of representation, wavelet-representation proves more discriminative than raw pitch signals. We assume that this is due to the transposition invariance of the wavelet representation and the emphasis on a specific time-scale.

Our best results are far less accurate than the results reported by van Kranenburg et al. (2013) using alignment methods on the same corpus. Our method uses only the information that is encoded in MIDI format (pitch number, onset and duration). It requires less encoded expert knowledge than the method used by van Kranenburg (2010), making it applicable to other corpuses of folk songs encoded in MIDI format or similar. In order to make a more reliable comparison, our method would need to include the expert based features used by van Kranenburg (2010). For instance, annotated phrase information seems to improve importantly the results obtained by sequence alignment algorithms. This information could be used to improve the scale selection. Also, our method uses only the information about contained segments, and not the order of the segments, leaving room for further work.

We used one default setup for the whole corpus, i.e. one best performing scale for all songs. In a future study, we are interested to address wavelet scale selection derived from individual songs’ periodicities.

7. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this research is the evaluation of wavelet-filtered signals for melodic segmentation and classification on a corpus of folk songs in MIDI format. Wavelet-filtering proves more discriminative than direct representation of pitch signals or pitch-time series. Segmentation by local maxima of wavelet coefficients performs slightly better than LBDM segmentation when processing at individual scales. Small scales perform better than large scales, indicating that local processing may be more relevant for melodic similarity in classification tasks.

The method presented here can be applied to other corpuses and other symbolic formats that encode melodies. Possible ways to improve the classification performance of the method presented in this paper could be using alignment of wavelet representations of complete melodies, using selective combination of scales and exploring metrical information derived from songs’ periodicities.
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